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Nadine Sierras childhood intuition that she was born to sing opera has proved correct in every way and is reflected in the title of her second solo album, Made for Opera, out today on Deutsche Grammophon. The dramatic presence, searing passion and technical brilliance for which the American lyric soprano regularly scores rave reviews are captured in this new album,
which trains the spotlight on three of the most demanding roles in the repertoire Verdis Violetta, Donizettis Lucia and Gounods Juliette. Recorded with the Orchestra Sinfonica Nazionale della Rai and Capella Cracoviensis under Riccardo Frizza, the album not only reflects Nadines command of bel canto technique and rich range of vocal colors, but also documents her

insights into the psychology of the ill-starred heroines of La traviata, Lucia di Lammermoor and Romo et Juliette. With her two sopranos, Sierra is creating a sound that will generate curiosity about opera, but also, and more importantly, introduce the genre of modern music. This, the last opera of the series, is also her most personal and thought-provoking to date. More
than anything, this is a tribute to the women who have inspired her. Korngold's five-act opera is neither a conservative nor an avant-garde opera, but has the elegance and romantic atmosphere of the German stage, both striving to express their authenticity, with the simplicity and innocence of the children as the pedestal for the music.
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concert pianist erik leaves vienna to escape a life of loneliness. he becomes obsessed with creating a new musical sensation to rival the ones he has known. he travels to paris to put together a team of singers and conductors for his new opera company. among them is a young girl, christine, who meets erik and falls in love with him. but erik's past tells him that christine
is destined to become the next diva, a fate that he can't bear to see. he locks christine in his room in the opera house and keeps her prisoner. christine is kept prisoner in a room in the opera house and made to appear to be a diva who is just beginning to sing. but her true destiny is to be the next performer, not to sing opera, but to become an opera diva. he is saving her
for a greater purpose than just as a star. he is saving her to become a great diva. to become the next diva and replace him. this is what he wants. his final plan is to make her the next diva and that is what he is going to do. he is going to kill her before she becomes the next diva and this is going to be his revenge on the world for not having allowed him to have his due as

a great artist. he is going to keep her prisoner until he kills her and then he is going to die himself. the first edition of "the phantom of the opera" is one of the most extraordinary creations of stage and screen. the plotline is pure melodrama and sensationalism, but the production itself was something else entirely. to produce it, victor herbert, the british lyricist,
collaborated with his friend w.s. gilbert to write the music and lyrics. the result was a musical drama unprecedented in its day, a grand-scale work that continues to influence directors, composers and performers. in the first half of the 20th century, musicals were typically comic or light, but "the phantom" is a stark counterpoint to the flamboyant french operetta, as well

as a serious statement about a man's obsession with an ideal. 5ec8ef588b
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